
 

Promotion Announcement 

Autumn Campaign 2021 MEAT 

August 2021 

This is an announcement for the promotions that Fluke will offer from September 01, 2021 till December 

15, 2021 (Open for Orders 17.08.2021) 

Autumn Promo’s 2021: 

1. Fluke 115 with FREE 1ACII Non-Contact VoltAlert 

2. Fluke 175 with FREE C25 

3. Fluke 117 price promo 

4. 87V-IMSK price promo 

5. Fluke 375FC/114 Kit 

6. Fluke 1507 price promo 

7. Fluke 1507 with FREE Fluke 323 

8. Fluke 1623-2 MEAT Kit price promo 

9. FREE lens promo Ti300+, Ti401 PRO, Ti480 PRO, TiX501, TiX580 

10. Fluke 805FC/805ES price promo 

11. Fluke 789 price promo 

12. Fluke 1664 with FREE T6-1000 

13. Cable IQ kit price promo 

 

 



The promotions set out in this announcement are subject to the following terms and conditions: 

For gift with purchase or promotional product bundles:  

1. Fluke will deliver the promo item(s) along with the Fluke product(s) eligible for the promotion bundled together. 
Distributor should not unbundle the package(s) it receives from Fluke and should deliver them as bundles in 
original unopened packaging to the end customer within the territory eligible for the relevant promotion. 

2. Distributor is not allowed to sell to end customers outside that territory.  
3. Distributor should identify the promo item(s) along with the Fluke product(s) eligible for the promotion on its 

order acknowledgment, packing slip and invoice.  
4. On request, Distributor should allow Fluke reasonable access to its books and records and should provide other 

reasonable co-operation to allow Fluke to audit Distributor’s compliance with the terms and conditions of a 
promotion.  

5. Items specifically created to support a promotion (such as active promotional kits that contain 100% Fluke 
products) can be returned through the stock rotation process, within 12 months, and price protection is not 
applicable to temporary discount promotions  

6. Distributor should pass the benefit of the promotional offer to their customers. Distributor is free to provide 
additional discounts or incentives to its customers. 

 

How does it work? 

• Kits need to be ordered like any other Fluke product. (standard product ordering; SKU’s known) 
 

What can you do to benefit from this promotion? 

• Keep permanent stock of these kits.  

• Position Fluke counter leaflets on highly visible and reachable place  

• Inform telesales and field sales on this offer and proactively communicate it.   

• Feature in own promotional leaflets 

• Insert counter leaflet in “counter pad” if available 

• Highlight in online shop 

• Feature on email newsletters to customers 

• Pro-actively use this offer in the communication with your customer 
 

Promotion: 

• The promotional kits are orderable from August 17, 2021 

• The promotional kits can be booked till December 15, 2021 

• Fluke reserves the right to change the program rules at any time, without prior notice. 

• The promotional kits are subject to availability 

•  
To support you in communicating this exciting news to your customers, we are creating additional Marketing materials which we 
encourage you to leverage: 

• E-Mail 

• Digital Banners 

• Promo Flyer 



1. Fluke 115 with FREE 1ACII Non-Contact VoltAlert 

 
Buy a Fluke 115 with 10% discount and get a FREE ACII Voltalert 

 

A compact trms digital multimeter for field service technicians 
The Fluke 115 technicians digital multimeter is the compact, 
general purpose troubleshooting tool for field service 
technicians. It’s simple, one-handed operation and compact 
design meets the needs of a wide variety of field service 
technicians. It measures True RMS voltage and current with 6000 
count resolution as well as resistance, continuity, frequency and 
capacitance for quick verifications. 
 
The pocket-sized voltage detector 
The portable 1AC II non-contact voltage tester from Fluke is easy 
to use – just touch the tip to a terminal strip, outlet, or supply 
cord. When the tip glows red and the unit beeps, you know 
there's voltage present. 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

FLK-115/1 ACII 4911706 FLK-115/1 ACII,FLUKE 115, 1AC11 VOLTALERT 

 Price Savings (%) *  

MEAT USD 238 22%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

 

2. Fluke 175 with FREE C25 
 

Buy a Fluke 175 digital multimeter and get a FREE C25 soft carrying case 
 

 

Setting the multimeter standard 
For professional technicians worldwide there is one preferred 
solution: the precision, reliability and ease of use they find in 
Fluke 170 Series True RMS digital multimeters. This is the 
industry standard, with all the features you need to troubleshoot 
and repair so many problems in electrical and electronic 
systems. 
 
Fluke C25 large soft case for DMMs 
Protect your meter and conveniently carry it from one job to the 
next with this handy carrying case. 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

175 EGFID/C25 5199024 175EGIFD/C25, FLUKE-175 EGFID TRMS MM, C25, SOFT CASE 

 Price Savings (%) *  

MEAT USD 374 24%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

 

3. Fluke 117 price promotion 
 

Fluke 117 Electricians TRMS Multimeter with Non-Contact voltage, now available at a very attractive price 



 

Fluke 117 True-RMS Digital Multimeter 
Compact true-rms meter for commercial applications. The 
Fluke 117 is the ideal meter for demanding settings like 
commercial buildings, hospitals and schools. The 117 
includes integrated non-contact voltage detection to help 
get the job done faster. 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

FLUKE-117 EUR 2583647 FLUKE-117 EUR, ELECTRICIANS TRUE RMS MULTIMETER 
(EUR) 

 Price Savings (%)  

MEAT USD  249 20%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

 

4. Fluke 87V IMSK 
 

Buy a Fluke 87V/IMSK Industrial Multimeter Service Kit and save 20% 

 

The Fluke 87V Industrial Multimeter provides the resolution and accuracy 
to efficiently troubleshoot motor drives, plant automation, power 
distribution, and electromechanical equipment even in loud, high-energy, 
and high-altitude locations. 
The i400 AC Current Clamp turns the 87V into a clamp meter. The current 
clamp provides accurate current measurements up to 400 A ac without 
breaking electric circuits, helping you take measurements safely with 
industry standard safety ratings. 
The 80BK-A DMM Temperature Probe plugs into the 87V’s voltage jacks 
and allows temperature measurements from -40 °C to 260 °C.  TL75 Test 
Leads and AC175 Alligator Clips complete this versatile kit. 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

 87V/IMSK 3448783 FLUKE-87V/IMSK, INDUSTRIAL MULTIMETER SERVICE KIT 

 Price Savings (%) *  

MEAT USD 540 22%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

 

5. Fluke 375 FC/114 kit 

Buy a Fluke 375 FC clamp meter and get a FREE Fluke 114 Digital Multimeter 

 



 

Fluke 375 FC True-rms AC/DC clamp meter 
 
A high-performance clamp meter that measures very low voltage 
and very high resistance. 
 
Fluke 114 electrical multimeter 
The “electricians” multimeter! 
Compact, easy one-hand operation with automatic AC/DC 
selection. 

 
Pricing 

 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

375FC/114 KIT 
 

5003466 
 

FLK-375/114 KIT, FLUKE-375 FC, TRMS WIRELESS CLAMP, 
FLUKE-114 EUR, ELECTRICAL TRMS MULTIMETER (EUR) 

 Price Savings 

(%)* 

 

MEAT USD 493 29%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

6. Fluke 1507 price promotion 
 

Buy a Fluke 1507 Insulation Resistance Tester for a very special price  

 

Fluke 1507 Insulation resistance tester 
The Fluke 1507 Insulation Tester is compact, rugged, reliable, and easy to 
use. With its multiple test voltages, it is ideal for many troubleshooting, 
commissioning, and preventative maintenance applications.  
Additional features, like the remote probe on this tool save both time and 
money when performing tests. 

 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

Fluke 1507 2427890 FLUKE-1507, INSULATION TESTER 

 Price Savings (%)  

MEAT USD  577 17%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

7. Fluke 1507 with FREE Fluke 323 

Buy a Fluke 1507 and get a Fluke 323 for FREE 



 

Fluke 1507 Insulation resistance tester 
The Fluke 1507 Insulation Tester is compact, rugged, reliable, and easy to 
use. With its multiple test voltages, it is ideal for many troubleshooting, 
commissioning, and preventative maintenance applications.  
Additional features, like the remote probe on this tool save both time and 
money when performing tests. 

 
Fluke 323 True RMS Clamp Meter 
The Fluke 323 clamp meter includes True RMS measurements, 
optimized ergonomics, and large display for efficient 
troubleshooting. It's designed to perform in the toughest 
environments and provide noise-free, reliable results, so you can 
trust it to help you confidently diagnose problems almost anywhere. 
Use it to verify the presence of load current, AC voltage, and 
continuity of circuits, switches, fuses and contacts. Its slim, compact 
size and rugged design make it well suited for measuring current up 
to 400 A in tight cable compartments. 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

FLK-1507/323 KIT 4864866 FLK-1507/323 KIT, FLUKE-1507, FLUKE-323 

 Price Savings (%)  

MEAT USD  693 19%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

8. Fluke 1623-2 MEAT Kit price promo 

Buy a Fluke 1623-2 MEAT Kit at an attractive price! 

 

Fluke 1623-2 GEO Earth Ground Tester Kit 
The Fluke 1623-2 earth ground tester is able to measure earth 
ground loop resistances using only clamps. With Stakeless testing, 
the earth ground rod does not need to be disconnected - leaving the 
bonded earth ground system intact during test. Gone are the days 
of spending time placing and connecting stakes for each earth 
ground rod on your system - a major time saver. You can also 
perform earth ground tests in places you’ve not considered before: 
inside buildings, power pylons, or anywhere you don’t have access 
to soil. 
 
The Most Complete Tester 
The Fluke 1623-2 is a unique earth ground tester that can perform 
all four types of earth ground measurement. 
3- and 4-Pole Fall-of-Potential (using stakes) 
4-Pole Soil Resistivity Testing (using stakes) 
Selective Testing (using 1 clamp and stakes) 
Stakeless Testing (using 2 clamps only) 

 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

1623-2 KIT 2 5084362 1623-2 KIT 2,FLUKE-1623-2, ES-162P4-2,C1620 

 Price Savings (%)  

MEAT USD  1499 50%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 



  

9. FREE lens promo Ti300+, Ti401 PRO, Ti480 PRO, TiX501, TiX580 

Buy a Fluke Ti300+, Ti401 PRO, Ti480 PRO, TiX501, or TiX580 and get a FREE 2x telephoto or wide-angle lens 

PLEASE ALSO SEE THE SEPARATE PROMOTION ANNOUNCEMENT FOR THE FREE LENS PROMO 

Additional terms and conditions apply. Please refer to the terms and conditions at www.fluke.com/en/freefluke. 

 

 Telephoto Infrared Smart Lens RSE 
View your target magnified 2 times more than a standard lens and 
reduce the need to enter the danger zone in your plant or to climb a 
tall ladder to capture the critical infrared details that could indicate 
your equipment has an issue. 
 
Wide Angle Infrared Smart Lens 
When working in a tight space, get a wide field of view that lets you 
see a larger target from a close distance. See an entire bank of 
switchgear cabinets in tight quarters or see more components 
through an IR window. View the entire side of a building without 
getting too far away or inspect roofs quicker than with a standard 
lens by viewing a much larger area at a time. 

 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description Price MEAT USD 

Ti300+ 5127977 

5127961 

FLK-TI300+ 9HZ 

FLK-TI300+ 60HZ 

6999 

6999 

Ti401 PRO 5085052 

5085041 

FLK-TI401-PRO 9HZ 

FLK-TI401-PRO 60HZ 

8499 

8499 

Ti480 PRO 

 

4947332 

4947326 

FLK-TI480-PRO 9HZ 

FLK-TI480-PRO 60HZ 

10999 

10999 

TiX501 5085128 

5085119 

FLK-TIX501 9HZ 

FLK-TIX501 60HZ 

11999 

11999 

TIX580 4841945 

4842073 

FLK-TIX580 9HZ 

FLK-TIX580 60HZ 

14999 

14999 

FLK-LENS/WIDE2 4335361 Wide-Angle Infrared Lens 1507 

http://www.fluke.com/en/freefluke


FLK-LENS/TELE2 4335350 2x Telephoto Infrared Lens 1507 

 

10. Fluke 805FC/805ES price promo 

Buy the 805FC/805 ES kit and get 10% discount 

 

 
 

Fluke 805 FC Vibration Meter 
The Fluke 805 FC Vibration Meter is the most reliable vibration 
screening device available for frontline mechanical troubleshooting 
teams that need repeatable, severity-scaled readings of overall 
vibration, bearing health and machine health. 
 
Fluke 805ES External Vibration Sensor 
The Fluke 805ES is an external vibration sensor that is ideal in 
situations for which it is either difficult or impractical to use the 
onboard vibration sensor tip of the 805 Vibration Meter. The 805ES 
allows you to take measurements in crowded or hard-to-reach 
locations, behind machine guards or enclosures, or in out-of-reach 
places where it is difficult to apply sufficient manual pressure to the 
805 Vibration Meter. 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

FLUKE-805 FC/805 ES 4918373 FLUKE-805 FC/805 ES,FLUKE CONNECT VIBRATION METER 
BUNDLE WITH VIBRATION SENSOR 

 Price Savings (%)  

MEAT USD  2755 10%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

11.Fluke 789 price promotion 

Buy a Fluke 789 and get 20% discount 

 
 

Fluke 789 ProcessMeter™ 
 
The Fluke 789 ProcessMeter combines the functionality of a full-
featured loop calibrator with the power of a CAT III 1000 V, CAT IV 
600 V safety rated digital multimeter, and the wireless capabilities 
of Fluke Connect connectivity with optional IR3000FC module. 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

FLUKE-789/E 3977194 FLUKE-789/E,PROCESS METER 

 Price Savings (%)  

MEAT USD  1270 20%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

12.Fluke 1664 with FREE T6-1000 Pro 



Buy a 1664 and get a T6-1000 Pro for FREE 

 
 

Fluke 1664 Multifunction Installation tester 
The 1664 FC helps you to quickly and efficiently test to all local 
regulations, protect appliances, and share test results in real time 
over your smartphone. It is the only tester with "Insulation PreTest" 
that stops the insulation test and provides a visual warning if it 
detects that an appliance is connected to the system under test. 
 
Fluke T6-1000 Pro Electrical Tester 
The Fluke T6-1000 Pro Electrical Tester with FieldSense™ technology 
lets you quickly, safely take True rms voltage and current 
measurements without test leads.  The T6-1000 Pro makes actual 
measurements, without contacting a live, metallic conductor. Just 
slide the 17.8 mm open fork, the widest in the industry, over a 
conductor and read simultaneous voltage and current values. 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

1664FC UK/T6PRO 5318224 1664FC UK/T6PRO,INSTALLATION TESTER W/INSULATION PRE-
TEST UK + T6PRO 

1664FC SCH/T6PRO 5318272 1664FC SCH/T6PRO,INSTALLATION TESTER W/INSULATION PRE-
TEST SCHUKO + T6PRO 

 Price Savings (%)  

MEAT USD  2356 12%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

*PLEASE NOTE: THIS KIT IS AVAILABLE FROM 1 OCTOBER 2021 

 

13. Cable IQ kit price promo 

Buy a Cable IQ kit and get 10% discount 

  
 

CableIQ™ Qualification Tester 
Copper qualification tester troubleshoots and qualifies Ethernet 
network cabling speed (10/100/1000/VoIP). 
 
IntelliTone™ Pro 200 LAN Toner, Tracer and Probe 
The IntelliTone™ Pro 200 LAN Toner and Probe Series gives you 
cutting-edge digital and analog cable locating technologies that are 
as advanced as the systems you work with.  
IntelliTone locates and isolates the most elusive, hidden or bundled 
voice, data and video cables and wire pairs quickly and reliably – 
even on active networks. 

Pricing 

Fluke Model Item No. Item Description 

CIQ-KIT 2388080 CIQ-KIT,CABLEIQ ADVANCED IT KIT 

 Price Savings (%)  

MEAT USD  2299 10%  

* Savings are indicative. Exact saving on individual components can differ per currency due to price roundings 

 


